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depths. These results suggested that Ca. M. rongchenensis migrated vertically during four seasons. The
vertical profiles of oxidation-reduction potential (ORP)
in Lake Yuehu changed seasonally, and these changes
coincided with the seasonal distribution of MMPs, suggesting that the ORP affected the vertical distribution
of MMPs. In addition, high concentrations of ammonium and silicate were associated with low abundances of MMPs.

Introduction
Magnetotactic bacteria (MTB) synthesize magnetosomes (intracellular single-magnetic-domain crystals)
that allow them to orient and navigate along geomagnetic field lines. Multicellular magnetotactic prokaryotes
(MMPs) are gram-negative cell aggregates (Farina
et al., 1983; Amann et al., 2006; Keim et al., 2006;
Lefèvre et al., 2010; Kolinko et al., 2012) that are unique
because of their synchronized cell division and coordination of complex movements (Keim et al., 2004b; Abreu
et al., 2007). There are two genetically distinct morphotypes of MMPs. The spherical MMPs (sMMPs) are 3–12
lm in diameter and comprise 10–40 cells arranged with
helical symmetry (Keim et al., 2006; Abreu et al., 2007;
Wenter et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2014a). The ellipsoidal
MMPs (eMMPs) are 8–23 lm long, 7–17 lm wide and
comprise 28–101 cells arranged in interlaced circles
(Lefèvre et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2012; Chen et al.,
2015). The sMMPs were first discovered in a brackish
lagoon in Brazil (Farina et al., 1983) and have a wide
geographic distribution in sediments (Rodgers et al.,
1990; Keim et al., 2004a; Keim et al., 2004b; Greenberg
et al., 2005; Simmons and Edwards, 2007; Wenter
et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2014a) and
chemically stratified waters (Simmons et al., 2004;
Moskowitz et al., 2008). In contrast, eMMPs are known
from only the intertidal sediments of a few coastal areas
(Lefèvre et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2012; Chen et al.,
2015; Chen et al., 2016).
In aquatic environments, sMMPs with greigite magnetosomes occur at the base of the oxic–anoxic interface
(OAI) or in the anoxic zone below the OAI, but

Summary
There are two genetically distinct morphological types
of multicellular magnetotactic prokaryotes (MMPs) in
the intertidal zone of Lake Yuehu (China): ellipsoidal
MMPs (eMMPs) and spherical MMPs (sMMPs). We
studied the vertical distribution of both types of MMPs
in the sediment at Lake Yuehu during 1 year. Both
types of MMPs were observed at sediment depths
ranging from 1 to 34 cm, depending on the seasons.
The eMMPs distributed at depths of 2–34 cm during
spring, 1–11 cm during summer, 2–21 cm during
autumn and 9–32 cm during winter. The eMMP species
Candidatus Magnetananas rongchenensis, with magnetite magnetosomes, dominated at all distribution
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seasons at Lake Yuehu are distinct, and throughout the
year, the temperature of the sediment ranges from 20.1
to 27.48C, the pH ranges from 7.43 to 8.60 and the
mean annual salinity (SAL) is 28.0&. The sediment consists of well-proportioned fine sand with yellow surface
layers, grey subsurface layers and black deep layers
that is due to changes in sulfur content with depth
(Zhang et al., 2014a; Chen et al., 2015; Du et al., 2015).
Previous studies have reported the biological characteristics and temporal distribution of MMPs in the top
10 cm of sediment in Lake Yuehu (Zhang et al., 2014a;
Chen et al., 2015; Du et al., 2015), but little is known
about the vertical distribution of these MMPs. Here, we
report a detailed and systematic investigation of the vertical distribution of eMMPs and sMMPs in Lake Yuehu
and try to gain insight into the physiological mechanism.

unicellular MTB, such as cocci and short rods, occur
within the OAI (Simmons et al., 2004; Simmons et al.,
2007; Moskowitz et al., 2008). The first study of the vertical distribution of sMMPs in sediments occurred in the
Araruama Lagoon (Brazil) and reports that sMMPs exist
within the anaerobic zone, especially in the top 4.0 cm
layer of sediment (Abreu et al., 2007). A study in the
Wadden Sea (Germany) reports that 95% of sMMPs are
present in a 5 to 10 mm layer at the upper boundary of
the black FeS-containing sediment layer (Wenter et al.,
2009). A study in Praia da Baleia (Brazil) reports the
greatest abundance of sMMPs within the oxycline during
June and a very different vertical distribution during
March (Sobrinho et al., 2011). A previous study in
Huiquan Bay (Shandong Province, China) reports a
wider and deeper vertical distribution of magnetiteproducing sMMPs during November. Specifically,
sMMPs are present from depths of 2 to 16 cm, with a
maximum abundance at approximately 10 cm (Zhou
et al., 2013). In a 45 day microcosm experiment, the
vertical distribution of sMMPs was shown to change as
they moved to the upper layers, apparently in search of
a new microniche (Martins et al., 2012). Although there
are a few studies on the vertical distributions of sMMPs,
only a few centimetres of upper sediment have been
examined. However, there are no detailed studies of the
distribution of sMMPs at greater depths. Moreover, little
is known about the vertical distribution of eMMPs or the
seasonal changes in the vertical distribution of sMMPs
and eMMPs.
Recent studies have reported a new species of sMMP
(Candidatus Magnetomorum rongchengroseum) and a
new species of eMMP (Candidatus Magnetananas rongchenensis) in the intertidal sediment of Lake Yuehu
(Rongcheng City, China). The sMMPs in this location
contain only magnetite-type magnetosomes or both
magnetite-type and greigite-type magnetosomes (Zhou
et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2014a). In contrast, eMMPs
with bullet-shaped magnetite magnetosomes occur in
most cases, but eMMPs with both rectangular greigite
magnetosomes and bullet-shaped magnetite magnetosomes occasionally occur during autumn (Chen et al.,
2015). A further study has reported that the abundance
of eMMPs and sMMPs in the top 10 cm of sediment is
high during summer and autumn but low during spring
and winter (Du et al., 2015). The abundance of sMMPs
always peaks before that of eMMPs. No mechanism has
been proposed to explain the impact of environmental
factors on MMP abundance.
Lake Yuehu (368 430 2378 270 N, 1228 090 21228 420 E,
approximately 4.94 km2), also known as Swan Lake, is
a shallow coastal lagoon with stabilized semi-diurnal
tides and limited human activities located on the east
side of the Shandong Peninsula (China). The four

Results and discussion
Seasonal changes in the vertical distribution of eMMPs
and sMMPs
MMPs were present in top 34 cm of sediment in the
intertidal zone of Lake Yuehu (Fig. 1A and B). Analysis
by depth and season indicated that the maximum abundance of eMMPs was 148 individuals per cm3 (ind/cm3)
at 4 cm in depth during autumn and the maximum abundance of sMMPs was 182 ind/cm3 at 5 cm during summer (Table 1).
There were seasonal variations in the vertical distribution of eMMPs (Fig. 1A). During spring, eMMPs
occurred at depths of 2 to 34 cm. The maximum abundance of eMMPs was at 6 cm (127 ind/cm3, Fig. 1A;
Table 1). During summer, eMMPs were in the top 1 to
11 cm of sediment, with a maximum abundance at 5 cm
(72 ind/cm3). During autumn, eMMPs were present at
depths of 2 to 21 cm, with a maximum abundance at
4 cm (148 ind/cm3). During winter, eMMPs were present
at depths of 9 to 32 cm, with a maximum abundance at
19 cm (89 ind/cm3). Thus, eMMPs generally occurred in
shallow layers during summer, in middle layers during
spring and autumn and in deep layers during winter.
There were also seasonal variations in the vertical distribution of sMMPs (Fig. 1B). During spring, sMMPs
were present at depths of 3 to 27 cm; during summer, 1
to 18 cm; during autumn, 1 to 21 cm; and during winter,
most sMMPs were at depths of 10 to 30 cm (Fig. 1B;
Table 1). The maximum abundance of sMMPs was at
the upper layers of sediment during spring (134 ind/cm3,
5 cm), summer (182 ind/cm3, 5 cm) and autumn
(125 ind/cm3, 3 cm) but at the deep layers during winter
(37 ind/cm3, 23 cm).
Thus, our data showed wide ranges of vertical distributions of sMMPs and eMMPs, especially the distribution ranges in spring, which spanned 25 cm (3 to
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Fig. 1. Abundance of eMMPs and sMMPs at different sediment depths.
The sampling site (378 210 33.85700 N, 1228 340 41.57100 E) is on the north side of Lake Yuehu. We sampled 20 times from October 2014 to
October 2015 at low tide, when the sampling site was exposed to the air. The sampling frequency was once per month during winter and
spring and every 2 weeks during summer and autumn. We made two replicates for MMP observations at each sampling date. The distance
between two replicate cores was 10 cm. Samples were sliced at 1 cm intervals to count the MMP abundance. The south poles of two magnetic
discs (approximately 300 Gauss) were placed on opposite sides of a sample bottle for 40 min. Then, 2 ml samples near each magnet were
removed and transferred into microtubes. A 30 ll mixed water sample from the microtube was examined using the hanging drop method under
an Olympus BX51 microscope (Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a differential interference contrast (DIC) system.
A and B. Abundance (left) and representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) photomicrographs (right) of eMMPs (top) and sMMPs
(bottom) at different sediment depths during one year. Black dots indicate the sediment layers of each sample.
C. Average abundance of eMMPs (red bars) and sMMPs (blue bars) in each sediment core. The line and error bars indicate the average
temperature of the sediment column and standard deviations.
D. Student’s t-test (significance level: p < 0.05) was used to compare the average abundances of eMMPs and sMMPs at different temperatures
using SPSS version 12.0. This test indicated that the overall average abundance of eMMPs was low when the temperature was above 188C
but high when the temperature was below 188C (p < 0.05 for both comparisons).

30 eMMP individuals and 197 eMMP sequences during
spring and 70 individuals and 335 sequences during
autumn (Table 2). All the eMMP sequences had 100%
sequence identity to Ca. M. rongchenensis. During summer, we identified 15 eMMP individuals at depths of 1–
8 cm and obtained 76 eMMP sequences. During winter,
we identified 34 eMMP individuals from the deep sediment and 4 eMMP individuals from the top 3–4 cm of the
sediment and obtained 262 eMMP sequences. Again, all
eMMP sequences had 100% sequence identity to Ca. M.
rongchenensis. These results indicated that Ca. M. rongchenensis was the dominant eMMP species at all sediment depths in all four seasons and that there was no
seasonal replacement with other eMMP species. Thus, it

27 cm) and 33 cm (2 to 34 cm) respectively. Furthermore, both eMMPs and sMMPs changed their vertical
distributions with seasons. Conversely, unicellular MTB
were observed only in less than 10 cm of the surface
sediment throughout the year. The wide and variable
vertical distribution seems to be unique to MMPs. The
vertical distributions of eMMPs and sMMPs were quite
different according to present data, which suggested
their differences in ecological niches and environmental
adaptability.
Identification of eMMP species
We used micromanipulation to sort eMMPs collected from
different sediment depths in each season. We identified
Table 1. Abundance of eMMPs and sMMPs during the four seasons
eMMPs

Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter

DD (cm)

MA
(ind/cm3)

2–34
1–11
2–21
9–32

127
72
148
89

sMMPs

LMA (cm)

AA
(ind/cm3)

DD (cm)

MA (ind/cm3)

LMA (cm)

AA (ind/cm3)

6
5
4
19

36
30
31
30

3–27
1–18
1–21
10–30

134
182
125
37

5
5
3
23

33
38
31
19

DD: distribution depth; MA: maximum abundance; LMA: layer with maximum abundance; AA: average abundance.

3

4

6
2
6
1
4
2
1
–
3
–
2
2
1
–
–
30

44
10
50
9
30
10
32
–
20
–
20
20
10
–
–
255

36
10
42
5
24
8
8
–
20
–
14
20
10
–
–
197
C.

C.
C.
C.

C.

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
–
M.
–
M.
M.
M.
–
–
M.
R.

R.
R.
R.

R.

R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.

BLAST
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
–
100%
–
100%
100%
100%
–
–
100%

2
5
4
4
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
15

20
30
36
39
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
125

8
12
36
20
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
76

eMMP
Identity Individuals Cloning sequences

Summer

M.
M.
M.
M.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
C. M.

C.
C.
C.
C.

R.

R.
R.
R.
R.

BLAST
100%
100%
100%
100%
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
100%

–
2
8
4
11
7
11
9
3
–
10
1
3
–
1
70

–
10
30
32
72
40
76
36
16
–
60
10
10
–
8
400

–
8
20
16
64
34
70
28
13
–
54
10
10
–
8
335

eMMP
Identity Individuals Cloning sequences

Autumn

C.
C.

C.
C.
C.

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

–
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
–
M.
M.
M.
–
M.
M.
R.
R.

R.
R.
R.

R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.

BLAST
–
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
–
100%
100%
100%
–
100%
100%

–
4
–
–
–
–
–
5
8
8
2
–
7
3
1
38

–
30
–
–
–
–
–
30
57
53
27
–
29
27
30
283

–
29
–
–
–
–
–
30
52
39
27
–
28
27
30
262

eMMP
Identity Individuals Cloning sequences

Winter

–
C. M.
–
–
–
–
–
C. M.
C. M.
C. M.
C. M.
–
C. M.
C. M.
C. M.
C. M.

R.
R.
R.
R.

R.
R.
R.
R.

R.

BLAST

–
100%
–
–
–
–
–
100%
100%
100%
100%
–
100%
100%
100%
100%

Identity

Individuals: number of eMMPs obtained by micromanipulation; cloning: number of sequenced clones; eMMP sequences: number of eMMP sequences; BLAST: Basic Local Alignment Search
Tool results with the highest sequence identity; C. M. R.: Candidatus Magnetananas rongchenensis.
Magnetic micromanipulation was used to sort eMMPs from magnetically enriched samples of each sediment layer. A TransferMan ONM-2D micromanipulator and an IM-9B CellTram Oil manual hydraulic pressure-control system were installed on an Olympus IX51 microscope for micromanipulation. We sorted as many eMMPs as possible and then washed them at least five times
by aspiration and transference from one filter-sterilized seawater container to another to assure purity. Washed cells were directly transferred into 4 ll of PBS for whole-genome amplification
R Single Cell Kit (QIAGEN, Germany). The amplified genomic DNA was diluted and used as a template for the amplification of the 16S rRNA gene. The bacterium(WGA) using the REPLI-gV
specific primers 27F and 1492R (Sangon Biotech, Shanghai, China) and 2 3 Taq PCR MasterMix (TIANGEN, China) were used for PCR. The PCR products were resolved on agarose gels,
and the amplified 16S rRNA gene was purified using the TaKaRa MiniBEST Agarose Gel DNA Extraction Kit Ver.4.0 (Japan). After the construction of clone libraries, random clones were
sequenced to obtain all possible sequences (>1400 bp) related to the eMMP 16S rRNA gene using the BioEdit Sequence Alignment Editor (version 7.0) and BLAST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/BLAST/) against the nt/nr database. Note that all 16S rRNA gene sequences of eMMPs from different seasons and depths had 100% sequence identity to Candidatus Magnetananas
rongchenensis.

1–2
3–4
5–6
7–8
9–10
11–12
13–14
15–16
17–18
19–20
21–22
23–24
25–26
27–28
29–30
Total

eMMP
Depth Individuals Cloning sequences

Spring

Table 2. Dominant species of eMMPs at different sediment depths during the four seasons

shaped and composed of iron oxide crystals that commonly consisted solely of magnetite (Bazylinski et al.,
2013). The genomic magnetosome island (MAI) from
the draft genome of Ca. M. rongchenensis contains the
magnetite-producing mamAB-cluster and the mad gene
~o et al., 2017). Our observation of magnetite
cluster (Lea
magnetosomes indicated that based on the presence of
this MAI, the synthesis of magnetosomes in Ca. M.
rongchenensis was under genetic control. In addition,
the bullet-shaped magnetosomes from 17 to 22 cm
depths of the sediment were not only fewer in number
but also smaller in size (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, the magnetosomes there were not well organized into chains
(Fig. 2C). These results suggested that the synthesis of
magnetite magnetosomes might also be regulated by
environmental factors.

was the seasonal migration of Ca. M. rongchenensis that
resulted in the changes in vertical distribution.
Studies on the vertical distribution of Candidatus Magnetoglobus multicellularis (sMMP) in sediment samples
(Sobrinho et al., 2011) and in a microcosm experiment
(Martins et al., 2012) indicate that changing environmental conditions cause the sMMP population to migrate
vertically through the sediment. Our results for Lake
Yuehu indicated that the population of Ca. M. rongchenensis migrated seasonally. Seasonal factors might regulate the vertical migration.
Magnetosomes in eMMPs
A single type of magnetosome was detected in Ca. M.
rongchenensis specimens isolated from all sampling
depths (Fig. 2A). These magnetosomes were bullet-

Fig. 2. Magnetosomes of eMMPs from different sediment depths.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations were made using HITACHI HT770 and JEOL JEM-2100 TEMs operating at accelerating
voltages of 100 kV and 200 kV respectively. The JEOL JEM2100 was equipped with an X-MaxN TSR silicon drift detector (Oxford Instruments,
UK), which enables chemical microanalysis by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) in the TEM mode. The length and width of magnetosomes were measured using ImageJ 1.50b software, and the sizes of magnetosomes were calculated as (length 1 width)/2 (Lin and Pan,
2009).
A1. The eMMP morphology, with flagella (grey arrow) covering the outer surface, (A2) bullet-shaped magnetosomes and (A3) energydispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis of an individual magnetosome (orange). The white square in (A1) shows the magnified area in (A2).
B. Vertical profiles of redox potential (green), eMMP abundance (red), magnetosome size (black) and the number of magnetosomes per cell (orange).
C. Magnetosomes of eMMPs from five sections of sediment depths. Note that the magnetosome chains lose organization in the 17–22 cm
layer.
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The average temperature of the sediment columns
ranged from 0.1 to 27.18C throughout the year; with the
exception of the low average abundance of sMMPs in
winter, the average abundances of both sMMPs and
eMMPs were relatively uniform throughout the year
(Table 1). As the temperature varied slightly (less than
3.48C) at different depths in each sediment column, temperature alone was not the direct cause of the vertical
changes in MMP abundance.

In a previous study, greigite magnetosomes were
occasionally observed in Ca. M. rongchenensis (Chen
et al., 2015). In this study, no greigite magnetosomes
were found at all depths of the sediment with redox
potentials of 2247 to 253 mV (Fig. 2B). A previous
report indicated that the cultured MTB are responsive to
external magnetic fields only when the dissolved oxygen
concentration (dO2) is below 1% (Zhang et al., 2011). In
other studies, magnetite MTB start to synthesize magnetosomes only at a low dO2 level ( 0.45 mg/l at 268C),
and high oxygen levels inhibit the formation of magnetite
(Yang et al., 2001; Li and Pan, 2012). Thus, dO2 serves
as a switch for the synthesis of magnetite magnetosomes. The synthesis of greigite magnetosomes in Ca.
M. rongchenensis was presumably triggered by a redox
potential lower than those reached in this study.
Thus, the migration of eMMPs was orientated only by
magnetite magnetosomes at all sediment depths. The
occasionally observed greigite magnetosomes in Ca. M.
rongchenensis might play another role such as a container of excessive sulfur in low-redox potential
environment.

Redox potential. Plots of the relationship between the
oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) and MMP abundance indicated that the greatest abundance of eMMPs
was present at ORPs from 2179 to 237 mV and that
the greatest abundance of sMMPs was present at ORPs
from 282 to 158 mV (Fig. 3A and B). Thus, eMMPs
preferred more reductive environments than sMMPs.
The ORP depth profiles for four seasons indicated that
MMPs preferred different layers during different seasons
(Fig. 3C and D). The preferred layers of eMMPs were a
depth of 4–8 cm during summer, 5–14 cm during spring
and autumn and 15–20 cm during winter; sMMPs preferred the upper layers during summer (2–5 cm), spring
(4–7 cm) and autumn (4–7 cm) but a deeper layer
during winter (7–14 cm). These patterns were consistent
with the vertical migration of these two types of
MMPs, suggesting that vertical migration of MMPs
between seasons correlates with the environmental
redox potential.
The magnetosomes in MMPs play the same role as
those in unicellular magnetotactic bacteria (Rodgers
et al., 1990; Zhou et al., 2012). They confer on MMPs a
net dipolar magnetic moment that allows MMP aligning
and swimming along magnetic field lines. This behaviour
is termed magnetotaxis. MMPs use magnetotaxis in
combination with aerotaxis to seek the optimal redox
potential in a vertical gradient in sediments. In a laboratory, when the consumption of oxygen modifies the gradient, the cultivated microaerobic MTB move upward
and grow at a position closer to the air-liquid interface
from where the oxygen penetrates and diffuses into the
culture media (Zhang et al., 2014b). Here, we hypothesize a similar scenario for MMP distribution in the sediment. With seasonal changes, the redox potential values
change throughout the sediment, which results in the
relocalization of MMPs.
Bazylinski et al. have hypothesized that magnetoaerotaxis helps MMPs to seek electron donors or
acceptors dynamically to keep a favourable internal
redox state (Bazylinski et al., 2013). Cells with internally
stored electron acceptors perform excursions from the
upper sediment to anoxic deeper zones in order to accumulate reducing substances, that is, electron donors.
Eventually, the depletion of electron acceptors and

Environmental factors
Temperature. In each sediment column, temperature
varied slightly (less than 3.48C) among different depths
and became stable in deeper sediment (>5 cm). The
average temperature peaked in summer, at 25.48C, and
reached its minimum in winter, at 1.28C. The average
temperature in spring was slightly lower than that in
autumn, 10.28C and 16.88C respectively (Fig. 1C).
These results indicated that when the temperature was
high (summer), eMMPs and sMMPs occurred within a
narrow band in upper layers of sediment. When the temperature was low (winter), eMMPs and sMMPs were
present at deeper layers. When the temperature was
moderate (spring and autumn), eMMPs and sMMPs
were widely present at middle layers (Fig. 1).
A previous study of the temporal distribution of
eMMPs and sMMPs based on the upper 10 cm of sediment indicated that eMMPs preferred lower temperatures than sMMPs (Du et al., 2015). Considering the
entire distribution depths of eMMPs and sMMPs, we calculated the average abundance of MMPs in each sediment column. The average abundance of eMMPs was
slightly higher during spring (36 ind/cm3) than during
other seasons (30–31 ind/cm3, Table 1). The average
abundance of sMMPs was slightly higher during summer
(38 ind/cm3) than during spring and autumn (31–33 ind/
cm3) but much higher than during winter (19 ind/cm3).
Moreover, Student’s t-test indicated that sMMPs were
significantly more abundant at temperatures above 188C
and that eMMPs were significantly more abundant at
temperatures below 188C (Fig. 1D).
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Fig. 3. Redox potential and its relationship with the abundances of eMMPs and sMMPs.
The ORP was measured in situ with three replicates at each sampling before the collection of sediment cores using a portable pH meter with
a platinum electrode (length: 23 cm) as the working electrode and a Hg/Hg2Cl2 electrode (length: 21 cm) as the reference electrode. The standard potential of the reference electrode (U8) at the measured temperature was added to the measured voltage (U) to obtain the corrected
redox voltage (UH):
UH 5 U 1 U8
A and B. The eMMP abundance is greatest at redox potentials between 2179 and 237 mV (left), and sMMP abundance is greatest at redox
potentials between 282 mV and 158 mV (right).
C and D. Depth profiles of redox potential during four different seasons. The redox potentials preferred by eMMPs (left) and sMMPs (right)
occur in different layers in different seasons.

Inorganic nutrients. There were also changes in the vertical profiles of inorganic nutrients (Fig. 4). In particular, the
22
profiles of NH1
4 and SiO3 were similar in that their highest concentrations occurred in the deep sediment during
summer and early autumn, when the MMPs were most
abundant in the shallow layers. This pattern suggested
22
that high concentrations of NH1
4 and SiO3 might interfere
with the vertical migration of MMPs. Additionally, both

accumulation of electron donors triggers the return of
the cells to the upper sediment. For MMPs, the seasonal
migration might be accomplished progressively with
each magneto-aerotaxis. The long-distance migration
depends on the strong swimming ability of the cells. In
addition, we hypothesize that the thresholds of optimal
redox potential reflect the ability of MMPs in storing
electron donors or acceptors.

7

Fig. 4. MMP abundances and inorganic nutrient concentration at different sediment depths from April to December 2015.
Pore water was collected each time before the collection of sediment cores. The pore water collection was performed in field using a custommade collector with 30 syringes that could collect 30 layers of pore water at a time (Supporting Information Fig. S2). A SEAL QuAAtro 39-SFA
Analyzer (Bran1Luebbe, Germany) was used to analyse the concentrations of inorganic nutrients in the pore water, including those of ammo22
2
2
32
nium (NH1
4 ), silicate (SiO3 ), nitrate (NO3 ), nitrite (NO2 ) and phosphate (PO4 ).
A and B. Red lines (eMMPs) and blue lines (sMMPs) are isolines for 10 ind/cm3 and 50 ind/cm3 respectively.
C–G. Depth profiles of five inorganic nutrients and the upper limit of the preferred nutrient range for eMMPs (red lines) and sMMPs (blue lines).
22
Note that high concentrations of NH1
4 and SiO3 occur at greater depths during summer and early autumn, when MMP abundance is generally
lower.

environments. The distribution pattern of seasonal samples showed a clear separation into three groups. The
environmental conditions during winter were much different from those during other seasons, and the environmental conditions were very similar during summer and
autumn.

types of MMPs preferred low concentration of inorganic
nutrients (Supporting Information Fig. S1). The eMMPs
22
preferred wider concentration ranges of NH1
4 , SiO3 and
2
NO2 , while sMMPs preferred wider concentration ranges
32
of NO2
3 and PO4 .
Principal component analysis (PCA). The first two axes
of PCA ordination explained 52.81% of the total variance
in MMP abundance (Fig. 5). The first axis was associated with the ORP (26.9%), NH1
4 concentration (21.8%),
temperature (16.6%) and SiO22
concentration (14.9%).
3
In particular, high temperatures were associated with
more reductive environments, reflecting the catabolism
of organic matter. The high abundance of MMPs was
associated with high temperatures and low redox potentials, suggesting the MMPs preferred an environment
with active organic catabolism. All five inorganic
nutrients were below the zero value on axis 2, whereas
the abundance of MMPs was above this value, indicating
that both types of MMPs preferred low-inorganic-nutrient

Conclusion
Taken together, our data indicated the seasonal variations
in the vertical distributions of eMMPs and sMMPs. Ca. M.
rongchenensis, with magnetite magnetosomes, migrated
between different depths. ORP, a measure of the oxidizing and reducing nature of the environment, had a strong
relationship with MMP migration. MMPs preferred low
concentrations of all five tested inorganic nutrients and
migrate away from high concentrations of NH1
4 and
SiO22
3 . Here, we identified some environmental factors
related to the abundance and vertical migration of MMPs.
Further genomic studies and studies of the behaviour
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Fig. 5. Principal component analysis of MMP abundance and environmental factors.
Principal component analysis (PCA) using Pearson’s matrix and principal components (PC) axis scores was used using XLSTAT-Pro 19. The
first two principal components (PCs) (F1 and F2) account for 52.81% of the total variance. The first axis (F1) is associated with redox potential,
22
NH1
4 concentration, temperature and SiO3 concentration, and the second axis (F2) is associated with eMMP abundance, sMMP abundance,
2
2
PO32
4 concentration, NO3 concentration and NO2 concentration. Redox potential is the most important environmental factor and accounts for
26.9% of the seasonal changes in MMP abundance. Note that the five inorganic nutrients and abundance of eMMPs and sMMPs are on opposite sides of axis F2, indicating that MMPs prefer low-nutrient environments. Note also the clear separation into three seasonal groups, indicating that the environmental conditions during winter (blue) are different from those during other seasons and that the environmental conditions
during summer (pink) and autumn (purple) are similar.
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Fig. S1. Relationship of concentrations of different inorganic
nutrients with abundance of eMMPs (a1-e1) and sMMPs
(a2-e2). Note that eMMPs and sMMPs are generally more
abundant at low nutrient concentrations. The eMMPs have
broader preferred ranges for NH1
4 concentration (a1, a2),
concentration (b1, b2) and NO2
SiO22
3
2 concentration (c1,
c2) while sMMPs have broader preferred ranges for NO2
3
concentration (d1, d2) and PO32
4 concentration (e1, e2).
Fig. S2. Custom-made pore water collector.
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